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The horizontal MODULA structure has a fine architectonic rhythm. The slim panel strips, available in two different lengths, are installed as lapped coverings and can be arranged both with continuous and with offset vertical joints. A large number of different surfaces and colors enable numerous additional design variants.
Use

Formats
Two ready-to-assemble 8 mm formats in the sizes 2500×300 mm and 1500×300 mm.

Planning and execution
The MODULA panels are mounted on wooden or aluminum substructures in accordance with the optimum system of the rear-ventilated façade according to the same principle as the large-format Swisspearl® panels with open joints. You can find details for planning and execution in the «Swisspearl® MODULA» technical documentation (available from spring 2016).

Installation
Installation of the modules with continuous or offset vertical joints is possible.

Design, color and formats

The MODULA panels are available in the exclusive Swisspearl® color families CARAT, AVERA, REFLEX, NOBILIS and PLANEA. You can find an overview of the more than 80 colors with their fine surface textures in the «Program and colors» brochure or at www.swisspearl.com.

Combinations
Whether monochrome or multicolored, equal or varying format lengths, with continuous or offset joints – Swisspearl® MODULA provides immense scope for individual combinations.